Does Outsourcing Transcription Services Reduce Cost and Improve Quality?
Transcription services have become a necessity for smooth functioning in today’s business
environment. Many companies require skilled people who can transcribe audio or video
recordings of different business interactions such as presentations, meetings, conferences or
workshops. The textual transcript is required by some business organizations to avoid lawsuits or
disputes in the future.
Why Outsourcing Makes Sense?
Transcription is important but a company cannot achieve the desired results if it relies on an office
assistant or secretary to prepare in-house business transcripts. This service requires speed,
efficiency and accuracy that only trained transcriptionists can offer. Considering the importance of
accurate transcribed documents, many companies have started outsourcing this services to a third
party. This has helped them improve the quality of work. It has also eliminated the hassles of
hiring and spending on technology and infrastructure.
How Does Outsourcing Reduce Costs?
By choosing to outsource, companies can save money in the following ways:
 Management doesn’t have to recruit a team of transcriptionists and spend money on giving
them salaries and other employee benefits
 There is no need to invest in the latest technology or software used for transcription
 Outsourcing reduces the maintenance expenses on IT infrastructure
 The IT department doesn’t have to troubleshoot on various platforms and software that are
used by transcriptionists
How Can Outsourcing Improve the Quality of Work for Businesses?
Small as well as large companies have started realizing the importance of outsourcing transcription
services. They are growing their business by seeking assistance from a professional company that
ensures accurate, efficient and speedy results.






99% accuracy is maintained by reputed transcription companies
Businesses can get transcribed documents in quick turnaround time
24/7 professional services enable businesses to meet tight deadlines
Effective customers care support
Companies can gain ownership of workflow and focus more on core business activities
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Choosing a Reputed Transcription Service Provider
Companies can also avail services from professional transcribers at an hourly or contractual basis,
paying them accordingly. This proves economical in comparison to having an in-house
transcription team. Since the documents are handled by certified experts, management can be
assured of accuracy.
Reputed transcription service providers maintain high levels of security when handling business
data. Only qualified and highly trained people are hired so that a wide range of file formats can be
handled with ease and precision.
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